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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a finite group having a faithful irreducible character x for which x( 1) is 
prime to IC(/x(l). Let n = [Q(x):Q]x(l), and assume that the factors are not both 
even. Then G can be embedded in GL,(Q) m such a way that its normalizer therein 
splits over its centralizer. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose G is a finite subgroup of GL,(Q) for some integer n > 1. Let N 
and C denote the normalizer and centralizer of G in GL,,(Q), respectively. 
Let { be the character of G, and let T = T(l) be the group of all automor- 
phisms of the (abstract) group G stabilizing 5. Then there is an exact 
sequence C H N + T of groups. In fact, every element of N leaves { 
invariant (via similarity transformation), and so N/C is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of T. On the other hand, T preserves the inclusion representation 
G c GLJQ). Therefore for every cr E T there exists ru E GL,,(Q) such that 
g”= X,‘gX, for all g E G. It is easy to see that (Y ++ Cx, is an isomorphism 
from T to N/C. We are interested in conditions so that C H N + T splits 
and the automorphism group T is realizable as a subgroup of GLJQ). 
We start with an abstract group G having a faithful irreducible (complex) 
character x. The crucial condition we are assuming throughout is that the 
degree x( 1) of x is coprime to ]G I/x( 1). Then the Schur index mo( x) = 1 in 
view of a recent result by Feit [2]. Let F = Q(x) be the field of character 
values, and let n = [Q(x): Q] x(1). Then G can be embedded in GL,(Q), 
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affording the trace character 
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c = Tr F/a(X). 
Here the centralizer of G in GL,,(Q) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group 
F * of the field F, and we indeed have the following 
THEOREM. The rwrmalizer of G in GL,,(Q) splits over F; except possi- 
bly when both x(1) and [Q(x):Q] are even. 
Presumably the exceptional case can be eliminated. Regarding G as a 
linear group over F (with character x), the corresponding exact sequence 
always splits [the complements being isomorphic to T(X)]. What remains is 
essentially a problem on Schur indices. Unfortunately I have not been able to 
clarify this. 
Actually many (finite) groups have such a special character. The theorem 
is motivated by the fact that every Chevalley group G of adjoint type occurs 
as such a rational linear group through its Steinberg representation. Here the 
inertia group T = T(X) is the full automorphism group of G, and n = x(1) is 
the order of a Sylow psubgroup, where p is the defining characteristic. (By 
Solomon and Tits [4] the Steinberg character is afforded by the rational top 
homology module of the associated building.) So the theorem describes a 
presentation of Aut (G) as a rational matrix group in this situation. 
1. EXTENDABILITY 
We keep the assumptions and notation as introduced above. There is an 
(irreducible, right) QG-module V affording { = Trr,o(x). Then Endo& V) 
E F, and we identify these fields according to the unique isomorphism which 
enables us to consider x as the character afforded by V as an End,,(V)G- 
module. 
Let T and S denote the groups of all automorphisms of G stabilizing { 
and x, respectively. Define x”(g) = x(gam’) for (Y E T and g E G, as usual. 
There is a unique element ra E Gal( F/Q) such that xa = r,(x). The assign- 
ment a! e ra is a homomorphism from T into Gal(F/Q), with kernel S, 
which only depends on the Galois class of x or, in other words, on [ (or V). 
The latter statement follows from the fact that Gal(F/Q) is abelian. In this 
way F. gets the structure of a left T-module. 
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PROPOSITION. Let H = CT be the semidirect product of G with T. There 
exists a Q H-module extending V provided at least one of x( 1) and [F : Cl] is 
odd. 
Proof. By Clifford theory there is a cohomology class wr( V) E H ‘( T, F ‘) 
which vanishes if and only if there exists a Q&module extending V (see [3] 
for details). Here F * is viewed as a T-module as described above. 
Let K = [G, S] be the commutator group of G and S. Since S clearly 
contains the inner automorphisms of G and is normal in T, K is a normal 
subgroup of H = GT and G/K is abelian. View G/K as a left T-module by 
defining a(Kg) = Kg’-’ (a E T, g E G). Let det(>o denote the linear char- 
acter of G obtained by composing a representation affording x with the 
determinant. We may regard det (x) as an element of Horn, (G/K, F ‘). 
Consider the Hochschild-Serre exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(T, F’) :f H’(H/K, F’) z Hom,(G/K, F*)tryH2(T, F’) 
associated to the group extension G/K H H/K * T ( z H/G). By Theorem 
3 in [3] the transgression maps det(>o onto w~(V))~(“. But the group 
extension splits by construction, and so the transgression is the zero map. We 
conclude that the order of wT( V) is a divisor of x( 1). 
Now as(V) is the image of wr(V) under the restriction homomorphism 
H ‘( T, F ‘) -+ H2(S, F ‘). Thus the order of ws( V) is a divisor of x(1) as well. 
On the other hand, as S acts trivially on F = End o&V), Theorem B in [3] 
applies, showing that the order of as(V) divides ]G]/x(l). Consequently 
Us(V) = 1. 
Let p be a prime dividing x(l), and let T, be a Sylow p-subgroup of T. 
Write H, = GTP and S,, = S n T,. By a standard result on cohomology of 
groups it suffices to show that ,,$V) vanishes [for all such p, noting that the 
order of wT(V) divides x(l)]. If p = 2, then TP = S, by hypothesis, and we 
are done in view of the preceding paragraph. So let p # 2. 
We know that ws$V) = 1. It is easy to see that this means that there is a 
character x’ of GS, extending x such that Q(x’)= F. This forces that 
m&x’) = 1. Since p is assumed to divide x(l), by hypothesis it does not 
divide ]G]/x(l). Hence x is of p-defect zero. In particular, F = Q(x) does 
not contain a primitive pth root of unity. Thus there is no linear character 
+ 1 of S, z GS,/G with values in F. This implies that x’ is unique with the 
indicated properties. Similarly, for any r E Gal (F/Q) the conjugate r( x’) is 
the unique extension to GS, of r(x) having its values in F. 
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Let E be the fixed field under the Galois action of T,, so that T,/S, z 
Gal( F/E). Since GS, is the inertia group of x in H,, the induced character 
x”= (Xyp 
is irreducible (Clifford). By uniqueness aLl group conjugates of x’ in H, are 
Galois conjugates. Hence the restriction to GS, of x” is the trace character 
TrF,E(X’). As x” is zero outside the normal subgroup GS, of H,, we have 
Q(x”) = Q(Tr,,(x’)). 
Now TrF,Q(x’) = Tr E,Q(TrFIE(x’)) is a sum of [F: Q] distinct Galois con- 
jugates of x’, because F = Q(x’). We conclude that E = Q(x”). 
From mQ(x’) = 1 it follows that TrF,&‘) is afforded by some E-repre- 
sentation of GS,. We deduce that [F: E]x” is realizable over E and that 
mp(x”) = m,(x”) is a divisor of 
[F: E] = IT,,‘S,(, 
which is a power of p. On the other hand, E = Q(x”) is a subfield of F and 
so does not contain a primitive pth root of unity. Therefore p does not divide 
ma(x”) by a result of Benard and Schacher [I]. Consequently m,( y’j = 1. 
We infer that there is a Q HP-module affording TrEIQ( x”). The restriction 
to G of this module affords 
Tr~pdTr~,dx)) = Trk./dx). 
Hence we have an extension of V as required, that is uTJV) vanishes. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. n 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Embed G in GLJQ) by means of a (faithful) representation affording the 
character % = Tr,,&). Let T = T(l), and let N denote the normalizer of G 
in GL,(Q). Assume that x(1) or [F: Q] is odd. 
By the proposition there exists a representation cp : GT --j GLJQ) which is 
the identity on G. Let (Y E T. Then g” = a-‘ga in GT, for all g E G; hence 
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We conclude that cp 1 T is injective and that QJ(T) is a subgroup of N 
intersecting C,(G)g F’ trivially. It follows that q(T) is a complement to 
C,,,(G) in N. We are done. w 
REMARK. Clearly T contains all inner automorphisms of G. Also, the 
center Z(G) of G is cyclic of order prime to x(l), because x is faithful and of 
p-defect zero for all primes p dividing x(1). Assuming that Z(G) = 1 and that 
F ‘- N -n T splits, one might ask when there is a complement containing G. 
A sufficient condition is that G = [G, G] is perfect or, more generally, that 
the zero map is the only homomorphism from G to F: Then G is even 
contained in every complement. 
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